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“CDCs are perfectly situated to do this work because the skillset of creative placemaking blends our real estate and community engagement experience.

The project management skills in real estate development can be nicely applied to getting placemaking projects accomplished.”

MICKEY NORTHCUTT
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NORTH SHORE CDC
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MADISON PARK DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
HAS GOV. PATAK! SEEN BUFFALO'S KATRINA CAULdra?
2.
SPUR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & IMPROVE NEIGHBORHOOD PERCEPTION
3.
STRENGTHEN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD NARRATIVE
1) CONTROL THE LAND

- Need more affordable housing
- Trucks constantly block traffic
- Clustering
- No greenery
2) PUSH FOR POLICIES
3) USE ARTS & CULTURE TO EXPRESS IDENTITY
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-building community resilience through placemaking.
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Building community resilience through placemaking.
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